Ethnicity and first-rank symptoms in patients with psychosis.
Previous studies suggested that African-American patients with psychotic disorders present more commonly with first-rank symptoms. However, it was unclear whether these results reflected true differences among African- and Euro-Americans in symptom presentation or instead resulted from raters being more likely to assign first-rank symptoms to African-American patients. In this study, a total of 195 African- and Euro-American patients presenting for hospitalization with psychosis were evaluated using structured diagnostic and symptom rating instruments; this evaluation was audiotaped. The tapes were transcribed and all cues indicating the patient's ethnicity were edited from the transcript and from medical records. Two board-certified psychiatrists then evaluated the transcripts and medical records in order to make consensus expert diagnosis and rate first-rank symptoms. Ratings of first-rank symptoms in African- and Euro-American patients were compared between ethnicity-blinded expert consensus assessments and the unblinded structured interview. African-American men received higher first-rank symptom ratings than the remaining patient groups by both ethnicity-blinded expert consensus and unblinded structured interview. African-American men also had significantly more total psychotic symptoms than Euro-American men. However, the ethnically blinded expert consensus did not find an increased rate of schizophrenia in the African-American men. These findings indicate that psychotic symptom presentation should be evaluated in the context of other symptoms (e.g., affective symptoms) in diagnostic assessments in order to prevent misdiagnoses of schizophrenia.